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Using an untyped theory of sets and partial functions formulated in first-order 
free-logic with equality and a description perator, we develop a framework for the 
practical computation of the complexity of mathematical concepts. This includes an 
elementary theory of defmitions and precise formulations of the notions of the 
definition tree and definition dag of a presentation fa mathematical concept. These 
combinatorial structures, which are essentially equivalent representations of the 
conceptual dependencies determined by the development of a given concept from 
primitive notions by purely logical definitions, provide the data for complexity 
computations. c 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Mathematical concepts, as developed in standard texts, have associated 
with them two natural combinatorial structures. The first, which we may 
call the deJinition tree, is the tree of conceptual dependencies determined by 
the development of the given concept from primitive notions by purely 
logical definitions. The second, called the definition dug, is the directed 
acyclic graph obtained from the definition tree by identifying common 
subtrees. 
Using various measures of the complexity of trees and dags (e.g., height, 
number of nodes or vertices, extended path length, etc.) we obtain complex- 
ity measures for presentations of mathematical concepts. The exact num- 
bers obtained in this way will, of course, depend on what notions are taken 
as primitive and what forms of definition are allowed. These choices are, to 
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a certain extent, arbitrary; but, it is to be expected that properly formulated 
complexity measures will be insensitive tominor variations of the underly- 
ing framework. 
The above observations suggest many natural questions, for example: 
l Is there a reasonable bound on the complexity of concepts actually 
occurring in texts? 
l How does complexity vary over time and across disciplines? 
To answer questions of this sort will require the actual calculation fthe 
complexity of concepts for a substantial portion of mathematical practice. 
This is not possible based on the usual informal expositions, ince the level 
of detail and uniformity of style are not sufficient. What is needed is a 
completely formal representation ofmathematical practice. The usual foun- 
dational systems are not adequate for this purpose, since they are formal in 
principle onb and have no official rules of definition. 
The goal of the present work is to set up one particular f amework for the 
practical computation of the complexity of mathematical concepts. This 
framework is based on a system RO( 9) which is an untyped theory of sets 
and partial functions formulated in first-order free logic with equality and a 
description operator. 
SO(~) contains a number of primitive notational components that 
dramatically shorten the expression of mathematical text. We have taken 
some pains to make this notation readable. For this reason syntactic 
analysis is somewhat more complicated than that of conventional formal 
languages. Standard techniques from the treatment of programming lan- 
guages are used to obtain efficient parsing and recognition algorithms. 
To accommodate the introduction f new notation, the base language LZO 
can be extended by adding relation and function symbols. These can have a 
very general form, so that formalized text quite closely resembles informal 
mathematical style. 
Given the extensive list of primitive term-forming operations and the 
facilities for introducing new notation, it is possible to develop a very 
simple theory of definition i %O(9). We allow two types of definition 
only: 
1. a new n-ary relation Q can be defined by the expression: 
n(x,, * *. 9 X”) iff +(xl,...,xn), 
where C$ is a formula containing at most xi,. . . , x, free and not involv- 
ing m; 
2. a new n-ary function w can be defined by the expression: 
+I,. . . , XJ := t(xp..,xJ, 
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where t is a term containing at most xi,. . . , x, free and not involving w. 
(Here := means Kleene equality: the two sides either denote the same object 
or neither denotes.) 
A deJinitiona1 sequence is a sequence of formulas of the type in (1) or (2) 
satisfying certain obvious conditions of noncircularity and completeness. 
This specific formulation suggests an especially interesting question to add 
to the above list. 
l Are there only finitely many “logical forms” (i.e., formulas in (1) or 
terms in (2), with the relation and function symbols regarded as parame- 
ters) actually needed to define concepts? 
Below we present a detailed iscussion of the syntax and semantics of 
9&9?) and the theory of definition. Though not strictly necessary for the 
intended application, we also give a proof system and prove completeness 
relative to the semantics. This lends a certain coherence to the framework 
and establishes the recursive numerability of semantically complete text. 
The paper ends with precise definitions ofthe definition tree and definition 
dag of a concept. In a sequel we will employ the work presented here to 
pursue a detailed analysis of the complexity of mathematical concepts. 
1. THE LANGUAGE -cP,(A?) 
In this section we give an informal discussion of the basic ingredients of 
our language L?‘O( ~3’). A precise specification of the syntax of 30( 3’) will be 
given in the next section. We emphasize one important point. P&9?) is an 
“untyped” language since there are no explicit ype constraints on the 
formation of terms; but, it is not “type-free” in the sense of allowing 
significant instances of self-reference ( f. Feferman [5]). 
The components of Z0 were chosen to permit natural and relatively 
brief expression of standard mathematical text. They consist of the follow- 
ing: 
Free logic. Our most radical departure from usual foundational systems 
is the presence of nondenoting singular terms. Thus our underlying logic is 
first-order f ee logic with equality. This choice seems amply justified by
mathematical usage-consider examples like 
3/o, f (49 lim l/x, 
X40 
f a,. 
n=l 
Two important notions in our version of free logic not present in ordinary 
first-order logic are Kleene equality and the existence predicate. Two terms, 
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t, s are Kleene equal, denoted by 
t := s, 
if they both denote the same object, or neither denotes. And, of course, 
t exists, 
if t denotes some object. 
Description operator. To simplify the theory of definitions, it is conve- 
nient to have a notation for the unique object satisfying a given condition. 
Our notation is 
the unique x[+(x)]. 
Thus “the unique x[+(x)]” denotes the unique object satisfying the condi- 
tion I+(X) if there is such an object, otherwise “the unique x[+(x)r does 
not denote. 
Function application. We express the application of an nary function 
to n arguments by 
t(s,; . . . ;s,) 
It is important to note that t, si,. . , S, can be any terms-there are no 
type restrictions. If any of t, si, .. . , s, do not denote of if the appropriate 
domain condition is not satisfied, then t(s,; .. . ;s,) simply does not exist. 
Membership. The assertion that n objects are elements of a set is 
expressed by 
sl;...;s, in t. 
Again there are no type restrictions. If any of t, si, .. . , s, do not denote, 
then si; . . . ;s, in t is false. 
Ordered n-tuples. To conveniently state the principles governing com- 
prehension and lambda terms, we need ordered n-tuples. Our notation is 
(tl;. . . ;t,). 
n-ary functions and n-ary relations. An nary function is a partial 
function with domain a set of ordered n-tuples and an n-ary relation is a 
set of ordered n-tuples. We use the notation 
and 
n-fnc t, 
n-rel 1. 
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Lambda abstraction. We use 
\x 1,“‘, X”* f(x1,.*.J”) 
to denote the n-ary function f satisfying 
for all x1,.. , x, .f(x,; . . ..x.) := t(x, ,..., x”), 
if such exists. The choice of \ instead of X is dictated by the availability of 
\ on standard keyboards. 
Comprehension terms. We allow two forms of comprehension terms. 
The first, written 
{X I,... ,x,l+,;...;+,}, 
denotes the n-ary relation R satisfying 
for all x1 ,..., x, . ((x1; . . ..x.) in R iff +, and . . . and $I,), 
if such exists. The second, written 
{l,;...;t,forx, ,..., x,lGI;...;+,}, 
denotes the n-ary relation R satisfying 
foraIly,,...,y;((y,;...;y,)inRiffforsomex,,...,x, 
e(+, and . . . and cp, and y, = t, and . . . and Y, = t,)) ,
if such exists. 
Unique existence. When reasoning about description terms, it is conve- 
nient to have available the special existential quantifier “there exists exactly 
one.” Our notation is 
for exactly one x . $J (x ) . 
Finite sets and Cartesian products. When developing mathematics it is 
necessary to have notation for finite sets and the Cartesian product of sets. 
These can be introduced by definition or taken as primitives. We have 
decided to take them as primitives since in this way we are able to enhance 
readability and simplify the statements of some axioms. However, our logic 
does not assume that finite sets or Cartesian products exist. The notation 
for finite sets is 
{a,;...;a,}. 
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The Cartesian product of n sets is denoted by 
[A,;...;A,]. 
Definition by cases. We allow two forms of definition by cases. The first 
is written 
{tl if +r;...;t,if $3n}. 
For {tl if &;...; t, if &,} to exist it is necessary that at most one of 
@I,. . .9 +,, holds. In this case, 
u = {tl if &;...;t, if (p,} iff+,andu=t,or . . . or&andu=t,. 
The second form is written 
{tl if +,;...;t, if +n; sotherwise}, 
and the interpretation is similarly specified. 
Binding sequences of variables. To shorten text, we allow quantifiers to
bind a sequence of variables instead of a single variable. Our notation is 
for all xi,. . . , x, . 9, 
and 
for some xi,. . . , x, . 9. 
Relutivization. Again in the interest of brevity, most of the variable 
binding operators can be relativized. The forms are as follows. 
for some xi,. . . , xI1l+i;. . ;& - #, 
forexactlyonexl+,;...;+;$, 
\x I,“‘, x,l+l;...;+,*t, 
theuniquex\+,;...;+,[+]. 
Here the sequence $~i; .. . ;$I~ is interpreted asCpi and . . . and +,. With this 
observation, the meaning of the above expressions should be clear. 
Descriptive forms. To accommodate the introduction f new notation in 
mathematical text, So may be augmented by expressions to represent new 
constants, functions, or relations. These expressions are given by certain 
descriptive forms a precise definition f which will be given in the next 
section. Using this device, we are able to make formalized text better match 
informal mathematical style. An important point is that we are allowed to 
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add only constants, functions, orrelations. No new variable binding opera- 
tors can be added. This helps explain some of the complexity of PO. 
Let 9 be a set of descriptive forms. We summarize the above discussion 
in the form of a recursive definition fthe terms and formulas of Z-J.@). 
This is done simply to clarify ideas, a precise specification of the syntax of 
$RO(A?) will be given in the next section. 
1. each variable is a term; 
2. if t, sr, .. . , S, are terms, then 
t(s,; .. . ;s,) 
is a term; 
3. if t is a term, then 
0) 
is a term; 
4. if sr, .. . . S, are terms, then 
[s,; .. ~7”l’ 
($1; * f. ;%J, 
{S&..&} 
are terms; 
5. if I#I is a formula and x is a variable, then 
the unique x [ cp] 
is a term; 
6. if $+. . . , +,,,, # are formulas and x is a variable, then 
the unique x]$Q; . . . ;+,[#I 
is a term; 
7. if x1, . . . . x, are variables and $r, . . . , I#+,, are formulas, then 
is a term; 
8. if t,, .
formulas, then 
is a term; 
9. if r,, .
is a term; 
{X 1,“‘, X”l~~~...P#&) 
t, are terms, x1,. . . , x, are variables, and +r, . . . , (P, are 
0,; . . ..t. forx, ,..., xm]+r;...;9,} 
t, are terms and +r,. . . , +,, are formulas, then 
{trifcp,;...;t,if$~~} 
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10. if t r, . . . , t,, s are terms and $Q,. . . , & are formulas, then 
{t,if~,;...;t,ifcp,,;sotherwise} 
is a term; 
11. if w is an nary function form of G? and t,, .. . , t, are terms, then 
o(t,, * * * 7 tJ 
is a term; 
12. if t is a term and x1,. . . , x, are variables, then 
\x l,‘“, x; t 
is a term; 
13. if t is a term, x1,. . . , x, are variables and $r,. . . , +, are formulas, 
then 
\x 1,“‘, xnl+l;...;+n-t 
is a term; 
14. if t r, . . . , t,, s are terms, then 
t,;...;t, m s 
is a formula; 
15. if t is a term, then 
are formulas; 
16. if t, s are terms, then 
are formulas; 
17. if t is a term, then 
n-fnc t, 
n-rel t
t = s, 
t := ,.J 
t exists, 
t does not exist 
are formulas; 
18. if t,, . . . , t, are terms, then 
t,, ** * , t, exist 
is a formula; 
19. if C#I is a formula, then 
not 9, 
(+I 
are formulas; 
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20. if 7~ is an n-ary relation form of S? and t,, .. . , t, are terms, then 
+,, * - - 7 CJ 
is a formula; 
21. if + is a formula and x1,. . . , x, are variables, then 
for all x1,. . . , x, . (p, 
for some x1,. . . , x, . $I 
are formulas; 
22. if +r, . . . , (p,, # are formulas and x1,. . . , x, are variables, then 
for all x1 ,..., x,l+r;. . . ;$J,. Ic/ 
for some x1,.. ., x,1&;. . . ;& . # 
are formulas; 
23. if x is a variable and r#~ is a formula, then 
for exactly one x * $8 
is a formula; 
24. if x is a variable and (p,, .. . , $I,,, # are formulas, then 
forexactlyonex(+,;...;+“*# 
is a formula; 
25. if 9, # are formulas, then 
9 iff 4, 
cpor#, 
C#J implies #, 
9 and # 
are formulas. 
2. SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS FOR 2'0(9?) 
We now give a precise description of the syntax of .90(~). As in the 
treatment of programming languages, it is convenient to divide the analysis 
into three phases: 
1. Lexical analysis. An input stream is partitioned into strings match- 
ing certain regular expressions and the corresponding sequence of tokens is 
passed to the next phase. 
2. Parsing. The sequence of tokens is parsed according to the LALR 
grammar 90(~) for PO(.S?) and the parse tree is passed to the next phase. 
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3. Translation. Using a syntax-directed efinition, the parse tree is 
condensed to a syntax tree. 
To ease the readability of formalized test, it is useful to restrict certain 
characters from being proper components of lexemes. These characters 
serve dual roles as keywords and punctuation symbols. We do not specify 
all of these characters in advance, since it is convenient to add to them 
when introducing new notation. 
2.1. DEFINITION. A character speciJcation consists of a set S, of special 
characters, and a set E, of extended characters, satisfying the following 
conditions: 
1. S and E are disjoint; 
2. S contains the “punctuation characters” 
),(,},{,l~L(,>~ I,\,-,,,.*;. 
3. E contains the extended alphanumeric characters 
A, B ,..., Z, a, b ,..., z,O,l,..., 9,-,’ 
and the characters 
:, = . 
4. ? E S u E. 
If V = (S, E) is a character specification, then we will write 
A, forS U E. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let V be a character specification. A descriptive form 
ouer V is a word over A, U {?} which has at least one character from A4 
and no consecutive occurrences of ?. 
Descriptive forms are used to represent new mathematical concepts; that 
is, new constants, functions, or relations. Some examples of descriptive 
forms are: 
?:? -+ ?, ? + ?, ? is-closed,? = ? mod (?). 
The ?‘s serve as place holders. A form with n occurrences of ? is called 
n-ary. If 5 is an n-ary form and wl,. . . , w,, are words, then &wl,. . . , w,,) is 
the word obtained by substituting wi for the ith occurrence of ? in 5, 
i = 1,2,..., n. If the character in 5 preceding (resp. following) the i th 
occurrence of ? is not a special character, then wi is preceded (resp. 
followed) by a blank before the substitution is made. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let V= (S, E) be a character specification. A lan- 
guage base ouer V consists of the following data: 
1. a set of descriptive forms over %?, called the function forms; 
2. a set of descriptive forms over g, called the relation forms; 
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3. a partial function from the set of function forms to the natural 
numbers, called the precedence assignment; 
4. a partial function from the set of function forms to the set {L, R }, 
called the associatiuity assignment. 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let V be a character specification and let .SY be a 
language base over V. 
1. The keywords of 90(.S?) are the character strings: 
exist, exists, does, not, = , := , for, the, unique, and, or, implies, 
iff, if, all, some, exactly, one, otherwise, fnc, rel, in; 
and the nonempty character strings eparated by the special characters of V 
or by ?, which occur in the descriptive forms of .G?. 
2. A variable of YO( 28) is any string of extended alphanumeric harac- 
ters which begins with a letter and is not a keyword of Z,,(g). 
3. The tokens of PO( .@) and the associated sets of lexemes are specified 
as follows: 
(a) exist is a token matching the lexemes “exist” and “exists”; 
(b) all the other keywords of P’,,(g) have an associated token which 
matches exactly that keyword; 
(c) each special character of V has an associated token which 
matches exactly that symbol; 
(d) var is a token matching the variables of 6pO(.G?); 
(e) num is a token matching numerals representing on-zero natural 
numbers. 
Using the above specification, a  input stream is partitioned into the 
corresponding sequence of tokens. 
2.5, DEFINITION. Let .S? be a language base. The context free grammar 
‘90(9?) is given by the following productions: 
fmlaseq + fmhseq; fmla 
lfmla 
fmla + dFj ifi fmla 
ldrj 
dsj + dsj or imp 
I iv 
imp + imp implies cnj 
I cnj 
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cnj 
CmP 
atm 
trmseq 
varseq 
trm 
clseq 
Cl 
btrm 
4 cnj and cmp 
lcmp 
+ not cmp 
1 for all uarseq - cmp 
1 for some uarseq * cmp 
1 for exactly one var . cmp 
lfor all varseqlfmlaseq . cmp 
1 for some varseq 1fmlaseq . cmp 
1 for exactly one var (fmlaseq -cmp 
latm 
-+ trmseq in trm 
1 num-fnc trm 
) mun-rel trm 
10-m = trm 
I trm := trm 
I trm does not exist 
( trmseq exist 
I(Y) n rm,..., trm) 
+ trmseq; trm 
ltm 
+ uarseq; var 
lvm 
+ \varseq . trm 
I \ varseqlfmlaseq . trm 
1 btrm 
--f clseq; cl 
P 
--) trm if fmla 
--, w(trm, . . . , trm) 
1 atrm 
atrm 4 trmseq ]
( trmeq > 
{ trmreq 1
{ uarseq 1fmhseq } 
{ trmseq for varseq ljinlaseq } 
the unique var [ fmla] 
I the unique varlfmlaseq[ fmZa] 
I { CW 1 
( { clseq; trm otherwise} 
) atrm (trmseq) 
I(trm) 
lvaf 
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Here o denotes any n-ary function form of B and rr denotes any nary 
relation form of 8. The start symbol of 9,,(.%‘) is, of course, fmlu. 
2.6. LEMMA. The grammar ~,-,(.G?) for the empty language base 39 is 
LALR. 
Unfortunately, for a nonempty language base 99, yO( 9J) may be ambigu- 
ous, and hence not LALR. Some of these ambiguities can be resolved by 
the associativity and precedence assignments for function forms given by 
.G%. (The resolution procedure we have in mind is that of the parser 
generator Yucc [7], which is well illustrated by the way ambiguities are 
resolved in the parsing of arithmetical expressions according to the prece- 
dence and associativity of the operators + , - , *, /.) If all the ambiguities 
of gO( .4?) can be resolved in this way, W is said to be legitimate. (Yucc can 
be used to automatically determine if 9 is legitimate.) 
For a legitimate 9?‘, %$(9?) can be parsed by modifying the LALR 
parsing table to accommodate the associativity and precedence assignments 
of 28. 
Parse trees are too unwieldy to work with in practice, so we will use 
syntax trees, which are condensed forms of parse trees. A couple of 
examples will make this notion more transparent. For the formula 
for all x, y, z . (x < y and y < z implies x < z), 
the syntax tree is 
For the formula 
u= {-xifx<O;xotherwise}iffx<Oando= -xorO<:xand 
u = x, 
14 
the syntax tree is 
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The construction of the associated syntax tree given a parse tree is a 
straightforward bottom-up procedure. We omit the details, but give infor- 
mally the clauses of the obvious syntax-directed definition corresponding to 
the inductive definition fterms and formulas of 2’O(.%‘). 
1. Variables. 
X 
2. Application. 
“p\ 
s 
I;“;” 
. . ..tn 
3. Cartesian product. 
(II\ 
t1e.e*tn 
4. Ordered n-tuples. 
5. Finite sets. 
tl-- ‘tn 
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Comprehension. 
Descriptions. 
Dejinition by cases. 
case-def 
’ ‘if if . . . . 
I\ I\ tl +1 tn % 
Forms. 
3 
i\ 
. . . . tn tl.... tn 
10. Lambda abstraction. 
11. Membership. 
15 
r\, 
fr”‘\” . ..tn 
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12. Equality. 
T\ 
t s 
13. Existence. 
14. n-ary functions and relations. 
n-fnc 
I 
t 
:= 
I\ 
t s 
dne 
t 
n-rel 
I 
1 
15. QuantiJcation. 
16. Propositions. 
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3. SEMANTICS FOR PO(g) 
To give a model-theoretic nterpretation of JZ’e( S@), we exploit ideas from 
free logic to accommodate non-denoting singular terms. These arise from 
the presence of the description operator, lambda abstraction, comprehen- 
sion terms, and partially defined functions. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let 98 be a legitimate language base. An 90(.%‘)- 
structure 
a’= (A, E, Ap, St, Fnc, ( . ), 9) 
consists of the following data: 
1. a nonempty set A; 
2. a subset St c A, called the sets of &; 
3. a binary relation E c A X St, called the membership relation of s?; 
4. a subset Fnc c A, called the functions of &‘; 
5. a partial function Ap: Fnc X A + A, called the application perator 
of SJ; 
6. a one-one function ( . ): Uzz2An + A; 
7. an interpretation function 9 which satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) for each n-ary function form w of 58, Y(w) is a partial function: 
A” --$ A; 
(b) for each n-ary relation form v of 9?I’, 9(a) is a subset of A”. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let & be an .!YO( .%)-structure. For n = 1,2,3, .. . we 
define subsets n-Fnc and n-Rel of A by the prescriptions: 
f E n-Fnc 
e f E Fnc A Vu, b(Ap(f, a) = b * 3a, ,..., a,(a = (a, ,..., a,,))), 
and 
R E n-Rel = R E St A Va((a, R) E E * 3a, ,..., a,(a = (a, ,..., a,,))). 
For n = 1, we let (a) = a, so that 1-Fnc = Fnc and 1-Rel = St. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Let &’ be an 90(.Q9)-structure. We extend Ap to a 
partial function 
00 
Ap: A x u A” + A 
n-1 
by the prescription: 
Ap(f, a,,..., a ,) = b = Ap( f,(a, ,..., a,)) = b. 
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3.4. DEFINITION. Let JS? be an dP,(.S7)-structure. .cJ is an PO(SY)-model 
if the following extensionality conditions are satisfied: 
1. Vf, g E Fnc(Va, b(Ap(f, a) = b = Ap(g, a) = b) *f= g); 
2. VX, Y E St(Va((u, X) E E * (a, Y) E E) * X = Y). 
The extensionality conditions guarantee the uniqueness of interpretation 
for comprehension and lambda terms. 
Let SS? be an P,,(S)-model. An assignment in & is a function v, which 
assigns to each variable of 2Y0 an element of .s’. For Y an assignment in & 
and a E A, we write v,” for the assignment which agrees with v on all 
variables except possibly x, which it maps to a. 
In the definition below, we give clauses depending on formulas and 
terms. This is an abuse of notation, the definition isreally a recursion on 
the complexity of syntax trees, by cases according to the label of the root. 
3.5. DEFINITION. Let XZ’ be an 2’O(W)-model, and let v be an assign- 
ment in .&. For t a term of dpg(.G?), $Ia formula of 6pO(.9?), and b an 
element of A, we define the relations 
Js?i= +(v>, and b = It(v 
by a simultaneous recursion on the complexity of terms and formulas by 
the clauses: 
1. for x a variable of P’a(9?), b = Ix(v)fe v(x) = b: 
2. b = It(s,;. . ;s,)(v)Id= 3u, cl ,..., c, E A(u = It(v)ld~ cl = 
Isl(v)yA * * * A c, = Is~(v)I-‘A p(u, cl,. . , CJ = b); 
3. b = ]the unique x[#](v)]~~ Vu E A(di= #(v,“) e a = b); 
4. b = ]the unique xl&;. . . ;+J$](~)]~~ Vu E A(di= +,(I$) 
A -. - A a?‘!== &(v;) A &‘I= #(vi) - a = b); 
5. b = I[t,; .. . . t,] (v) Id * b E n-Rel A 3b,, . . . . b,, E St(b, = 
It,(v))dA ... A b,, = It,(v)ldA Vu, ,..., ~,((a, ..., u,)Eb * u,Eb, 
A . . . A u,,Eb,,); 
6. b = I{tl;...;t,}(v)Ide jb,,..., b,(b, = It,(v)IdA ... A b,, =
It,(v)ldA Vu(uEb CJ (a = b, V ... V a = b,)); 
7. b = I(tl;...;t,)(v)Id= 3b, ,..., b,(b, = It,(v)fA .a. A b, = 
It,(v) IdA b = (b,, .. . , b,)); 
8. b = 1(x1 ,..., x,~c#B~;...;c&}(Y))~~ b E n-Rel A Vb,, . . . . b,, E
A(( a,, . . . , a,,) Eb = d k &( v,:l:;;;;~~) A *, -- A d != &,,( v$,y,$;)); 
9. b = I{t,; . . . ;t, for xi,. . . , x,]+i; . . . ;$,}(zJ)]& e 
b E n-ReI A Vb,, . . . . b, E A((b,, . . . . b,)Eb = 3u,, . . . . a, E A(dt= 
~,(v,:1;~~;,$;) A . . . A db ~$,(v,:~;;;;,) A b, = 1 tl(v,:l,‘,y$) Id A - * - A 
4, = I f,,(~~;:::;;1X:: > I”‘)); 
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10. b = I{tl if +1; . . ..t. if &}>(v)I~~ for at most one i, SC’!= +i(V) 
and (L&‘!= I&(V) A b = Itl(v) V ... V (.dk &n(v) A b = It,(v)Id>; 
11. b = I{tl if &;.. . ; t, if +“,; s otherwise}(v) I&e for at most one 
i, &‘k C#Q(V) and (.@‘I= C&(V) A b = It,(v)l”) V *-- V (d!= G,(v) A b 
= It,(v)I.rB) v (.dt+ &(v) A ... A&K &,(v) A b = I.+‘)Id); 
12. b = Iw(t,, . . . A b = It ( > 12.i~>,“;;b” * 3b,, . ..y 4, E 4b1 = Ifd~) Id A 
n v 0 
13. a = (\x,, . ..( x, 
I,..., b,> = b); 
. fWld e b E n-Fnc A tic, a,, , . . , a,, E 
A(Ap(b, a,,. .., a,) = c * c = It(v~,*;;;:~;)Id); 
14. b = ) \ x1, . . . , x~~I#B~; . . .; +, . t(v)f * b E n-Fnc AVa,, . . . , 
a,, E A(% E A(Ap(b, a,, . . . , a,) = C) *(&I= +1(~,:1:::,‘f;) A . . *A &‘I= 
~~(~~,~.~.~;;~~))((Ava~,.. .,u, E~((~~~~(Y~~~.;;;~~)A...A~~~~(~~:.,.;~~~)) 
*‘dc~A(Ap(b, a,, . . . ,an) = co c = ~t(v~;;;;,~~~)~“); 
15. dktfl;...;tn in s(v)o3a,b,,...,b,(a= Is(v)IdAbl= 
It,(v)IdA ... A b,, = It,,(v)IdA b,Ea A ... A b,Ea); 
16. .&‘I= n-fnct(v) = 3b E A(b E n-Fnc A b = It(v)I 
17. .~?i= n-rel t(v) e 3b E A(b E n-Rel A b = It(v))“); 
18. Lzz!= t := S(V) - Vb E A(b = It(v) b = Is(v)I 
19. dl= t = S(Y) - 3b E A(b = It(v)l”“A b = Is(v)I 
20. &I= t does not exist (v) -3 b E A(b = It(v)I 
21. .&I= t,; _ . . ;t, exist (u) = 3b,, . . . , b,, E A(b, = Itl(v 
A . . . A b,, = lt,,(v)ld); 
22. dt= n(s,; . . . . s,)(v) - 3b, ,..., b, E A(b, = I.s~(v)(~A *** A 
b, = I&&‘)IdA $(n)(b,,..., b,)); 
23. SC?’ != for all x1, . . . , x, . #(v) = Vu,, . . . , a,, E Ad k 
W,:l.:~.~.~‘;l”)~ 
24. d k for some x1,. . . , x, * G(P) 0 3a,, . . . , a,, E Adk 
+ ( ~,,:‘:::::s > ; 
25. .&‘!= for exactly one x. #(v) e 3a E AVb E A(dl= J/(vt) * 
b = a); 
26. A?’ k for all x1, . . . , x,1&; . . . ; +, * q(v) 0 Vu,, . . . , a,, E 
A((.dk ~l(v~,~,~~~,~,~c,;) A - * . A a?!= ~,&‘,:1;;.‘~;~~)) * .&‘I= +($;,‘....;:;)); 
27. &‘I= for some x1 ,..., x,1&; . ...+,,, . J/(Y) CJ 3a, ,..., a, E 
A( &‘I= (PI{ v~,,;;~~,-~~~~) A . . * A d!= Cp,,,( v,:1:;;.$;) A -@‘I= J, (~~,y’..;~~)>; 
28. &‘I= for exactly one xl+,; . . . ;$J, . \cl(v) @ 3a E AVb E 
A(.&@ &(v;) A * * * A .c&‘b c#B~(Y~) A db J/(Y~) - b = a)); 
29. .d’k not +(v) = I# (p(v); 
30. &‘I= + and q(v) e (&‘I= +(v) A&l= G(v)); 
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31. &I= 8$ implies #(v) * (&= +(Y) *zZ!= q(y)); 
32. a’~= + or q(v) * (&k $(v) V&l= #(v)); 
33. atI= r#b iff $(v) = (&!= e(v) =J&= #(zJ)). 
3.6. DEFINITION. Let (p be a formula of 9,,(.9?). 
1. For .JS’ an P&8’)-model, & satisfies Cp, denoted by 
AdI= $5 
if for every assignment v in &, 
J%f!= +(v>. 
2. cp is valid if for all YO(8)-models JZ?, 
5.el= c#L 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let Y be a theory of -Ep(%?). 
1. For .z? an Zs(S)-model, d satisfies .‘T’, denoted by 
dl=Y, 
if for each $I in .T’, 
2. For C#B a formula of 9a(.%‘), C#B is a consequence of .T’, denoted by 
.9-l= $J, 
if for every PO(SY)-model ~2, if 
dt= 7, 
then 
a?!= 4. 
3. .T is satisfiable if for some 90(4?)-model s’, 
JT?l= Y. 
4. A PROOF SYSTEM 
It is straightforward togive a finitary formalization fthe semantics for 
?Z’O(.4?). We begin with a natural deduction codification f free logic with 
descriptions and add axioms expressing the definitions of comprehension 
and lambda terms, and definition by cases. Writing out complete proofs in 
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the system we describe here is not feasible without the aid of a proof-gener- 
ating system. The main interest a this point of the present codification is its 
role in establishing the recursive enumerability of the set of valid formulas. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let ~$3 be a legitimate language base. 
1. The simple terms of &,(.GY) are those of the form 
(a) [x,; . . . ; x,], (x1; . . . ;x,,), and {x1; . . . ;xn}, where x1,. . . , x, are 
variables; 
(b) f (x,; .. . ; x,), where f, x1,. . , x, are variables; and 
(4 4+-*-r x”), where w is an nary function form of A? and 
x1,. . . , x, are variables. 
2. The simple formulas of YO(Sf) are those of the form 
(a) x1;. . . ;x,, in y, where x1,. . . , x,, y are variables; 
(b) n-fnc x and n-rel x, where x, y are variables; 
(c) x = y, where x, y are variables; 
(4 ~(xl,. . . , x,J where B is an n-ary relation form of .9? and 
Xl, *. ., x, are variables. 
The following notation will be useful below: 
f is-a-function iff 1-fnc f, 
A is-a-set iff 1-rel A, 
x #y iffnot x =y. 
The axioms and rules of HO are as follows. 
EQUALITY. 
4 x = x. 
4 x = y and e(x) implies e(y). 
KLEENE EQUALITY. 
keel t := s iff or all x . (x = t iff x = s). 
EXISTENCE. 
exl t exists iff or some x . x = t. 
ex2 t,; . . . ; t, exist iff (t, exists and . . . and t, exists). 
ex3 t does not exist iff not 1 exists. 
ex4 s(t,, ** *, t,) exists implies t,; .. . ;t, exist, for s(xr, .. . , x,) a 
simple term. 
ex5 dJ(t1..  , t,) implies t,; . . . ; t, exist, for 9(x,, . . . , x,) a simple 
formula. 
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FUNCTIONS. 
fcl f(x) exists implies f is-a-function. 
fc2 f(xl;. . . ;x,) := f((q; . . . ;x,)). 
fc3 n-fnc f iff f is-a-function and for all x . (f(x) exists implies 
for some y,, . . . , y, * x = (y,; . . . ; y,)). 
CARTESIAN PRODUCTS. 
CP A = [X1;.. ; X,] iff n-rel A and XI is-a-set and . . . and X, 
is-a-set and for all x1,. . ., x, . ((x,; . . . ;xJ in A iff x1 in X, and 
. . . and x, in X,). 
ORDERED n-TIPPLES. 
otl (x1; . . . ;xJ exists. 
ot2 (x1;...;x,)f(y,;...;y,),for21m,n,m#n. 
ot3 (~~;...;xJ=(y~;...;y,,)impliesx,=y,and . . . andx,=y,. 
ot4 (x) = x. 
FINITE SETS. 
fs A = {x1; . . . . xn} iff for all x+(x in A iff (x=x1 or . . . or 
x = XJ). 
COMPREHENSION. 
cl u = {x1 ,..., x,,]~~;...;$B~} iff n-rel(u) and for all x1 ,..., x,. 
((x1;. . ;x,) in u iff (p, and . . . and C&J. 
c2 u = {rI; .. ..t. for x1 ,..., x,,J+r; ....+,} iff n-rel(u) and for all 
Yl,..., Y, * ((Yli * * * ; y,) in u iff or some x1,. .., x,]+r;. ..;+, . 
(yr = t, and . . . and y, = t,)). 
DESCRIPTIONS. 
dl u = the unique x * # iff #(u) and for all x]$ . x = u. 
d2 u = theuniquex]+,;...;$,~~ iff &(u)and . . . and G,,,(u) and 
q(u) and for all x1&;. . . ;r#+,; # *x = u. 
LAMBDA ABSTRACTION. 
\l u = \x,, . . . ) x, . t iff n-fnc(u) and for all x1, . . . , x, * 
u(x,; . . . ;x,) := t. 
\2 u = \q, *. ., &I&; . . . ;$J, .t iff n-fnc(u) and for all 
Xl,. . ., xnJu(x,; .. . ; x,) exists. (+r and . . . and c#J,) and for all 
Xl,. . ., xnl+l;. . ;#, * u(x,;.  .;x,) := t. 
RELATIONS. 
rel n-rel R iff R is-a-set and for all x * (x in R implies for some 
Yl,..., Y” * x = (y1; . . . ; v,)). 
MEMBERSHIP. 
ml x1;... ;x, in Xiff x1 in Xand . . . and x, in X. 
m2 x in X implies X is-a-set. 
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QUANTIFICATION. 
ql for all x1,. . . , x,l+i; .. . ;I+,,, - # iff or all x1,. . . , x, - (+i and . . . 
and c#B,,, implies $). 
4 for some xi,. . . , x, I$,; .. . ; I#B, * II/ iff for some x1,. . . , x, * (+i 
and . . . and $I,,, and $J ). 
P for exactly one x . il/ iff for some y - (#(y) and for all 
xl+ * x = y). 
4 for exactly one xl@,; . . . ; +,,, - $J iff or exactly one x * ( Cpl and . . . 
and r#~, and # ). 
DEFINITION BY CASES. 
dcl ~={t,if~,;...;t,if&,}iffh,,~not(~,and~~)and(~#~,and 
u = t, or . . . or C#Q and u = t,). 
dc2 u = {tl if +r;...; t, if I#~,; s otherwise} iff hi, j not ($I, and (pi) 
and (+i and u = t, or . . . or C#B” and u = t, or (not +i and . . . 
and not +,, and u = s)). 
EXTENSIONALITY. 
estl (f is-a-function and g is-a-function and for all x . f(x) := 
g(x)) implies f = g. 
ext2 (A is-a-set and B is-a-set and for all x - (x in A iff x in B)) 
implies A = B. 
QUANTIFIERS. 
all1 
4 
for all xi, . . . , x, . f#~ 
allE 
for all x1,. . . , x, . $I t,, .. . 7 t, exist 
4(t 1, * * * 7 f,) 
47.. . Y t, exist 
l,“‘, x, * 4 
for some xi,. . . , x, . $I [4(%..4,)1 
someE 4J 
J/ 
In allI, xi,. .., x, must not be free in any open assumption. In someE, 
a,, . . . , a, must not be free in J, or any open assumption except the one 
shown. 
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PROPOSITIONAL OPERATORS. 
cp 4 +orJ/ [+I ($1 
or1 - - orE u I.7 
+ or # 4 or # a 
imp1 # 
C$ implies J, 
M NJ1 
impE 
C#I implies 4 $8 
4 
inot +I 
not1 + not2 4) 
not $I 
+ 1c, 
The remark preceding Definition 3.3 applies also to the formulation of 
rules and axioms above. For example, in the rule itII, the conclusion refers 
not to a formula that can be written as C#I iff #, but to one whose syntax tree 
has root label iff. 
We will write 
if there is a derivation of 1c, in FO(.9Y) all the assumptions of which occur 
among h . . . , %. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let T be a theory in PO(9?) and let $J be a formula 
of S?J.G?). J, is a theorem of .T, denoted by 
if for some +i, . . . , +n in .T 
where # is the universal closure of (pi. 
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4.2. DEFINITION. A theory F in ZO(.GB) is consistent if for some 
sentence + of YO(g), .F VFO(,) #. Y is inconsistent if it is not consistent. 
We conclude this section by recording a number of elementary results 
about +FoFo(g4) which will be needed in the proof of the completeness 
theorem. 
4.3. DEFINITION. A theory 7 in ZO(9Y) is consistent if and only if for 
every sentence + of ZO(.9?), either .TT~~(~) + or FI+,~(,) not (p. 
4.4 LEMMA. Let Y be a theory in 9J.9) and let # be a formula of 
PO(@). Then FU {I)} is inconsistent if and only if .Ft-FOBFu(a4) not I/J. 
4.5. LEMMA. The following are theorems of 9$(g): 
1. for some x,, . . . , x, . $J ifl for some x1 . for some x2 . . _ . for some 
x, * 4; 
2. for all x1, . . . , x, . $3 @for all x1 . for all x2 . . . . for all x, . (p; 
3. x1 = xi and . . . and x, = x; and 9(x,, . . . , xn) implies 
+cx;, f * * > x:), for each simple formula 4 of 93; 
4. x1 = xi and . . . and x, = x; and y = y’ and t(x,, . . . , x,) = y 
implies t( xi, . . . , XL) = y’, for each simple term t of .?t7. 
5. THE COMPLETENESS THEOREM 
In this section we prove several forms of the completeness theorem for 
9$(.9?). Since F,,(&.@) isessentially a definitional extension of first-order 
free-logic with descriptions, the techniques required in the proof of these 
results are all available in the literature (cf. [2, 41). However, to keep this 
paper self-contained, we will present he arguments in some detail. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let .Y be a theory in PO(g). Let C be a set of 
constant symbols of 3?. C is a set of witnesses for 7 in Y&.9?) if 
1. for all c E C, 
.Tl- c exists; 
2. for each formula e(x) of ZO(9?) with at most one free variable, 
there is a constant c E C such that 
.7l- for some x. (p(x) implies f$(c). 
5.2. LEMMA. Let F be a consistent theory in PO(.9). Let C be a 
denumerable set of new constant symbols. Let 8 = .G@ U C. Then F can be 
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extended to a consistent heory TP in =.YO(b) which has a subset of C as a set 
of witnesses. 
Prooh Let c = {Cklk-CIJJ,... be a one-one enumeration of C. Let 
%lo(%)AJ1b1L~ 
be an enumeration of the formulas of Pa(&) containing at most one free 
variable. 
We define an increasing sequence of theories of Za(S), 
q,q,..., 
and a sequence of constants from C, 
do,&,..., 
such that 
1. Fa=F; 
2. d, = the first element of C not appearing in z; 
3. q+1 = 3 U { d, exists, for some x, . & implies $,(d,)}. 
CIaim. Each 3 is consistent. 
Suppose on the contrary that some K is not consistent. Let k be the 
least n such that z+l is inconsistent. Then 
z t- (d, exists implies (for some x 9 $Q and not &( dk)) . 
Let u be a variable not occurring in the derivation of the above formula. 
Then 
Hence 
Fk t- for some x . $J~ and u exists implies not $k (u). 
Y,,I-forsomex~+,andforallu~not+,(u). 
But then .7,, is inconsistent, contradicting our choice of k. Let 
.9-+= uq. 
k 
Then .F is consistent. Let 
c’= {dk}k. 
Evidently C’ is a set of witnesses for .F+ in PO(&). III 
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5.3. LEMMA. Let .Y be a theory in S?@?). If Y is consistent, then 7 
has a maximal consistent extension Y+ in ZO( .@). Moreover, if C is a set of 
witnesses for 7 in 6pO(.G@), then C is a set of witnesses for Y+ in PO(g). 
Proof: Apply Zom’s lemma to the set of consistent extensions of F in 
P0(9?) ordered by inclusion. 0 
5.4. LEMMA. Let Y be a maximal consistent heory in PO(g) and let C 
be a set of witnesses for 7 in PO(g). Then 
3. + and # E .7= (#I E YA 11/ E S); 
4. +or~E.7~(+E.TV~E~); 
5. $I implies 1c, E .7- (+ E Ya # E Y); 
6. ~z~~,~E~~‘~(c#BE~--~E.T); 
7. for all x1,. . . , x, * + E Ye Vc,, . . . , c, E @(cl,. . . , c,) E F, 
8. for some x1,. . . , x, * + E 90 3c,, . . . , c, E C$(c,, . . . , cn) E c 
9. for exactly one y . $I E Ye 3c E CVd E C(+(d) E 7’0 
(d = c) E 7); 
10. for all x1, . . . , x~I+~; . . . ;+, * + E Y= Vc,, . . . , c, E 
C(@,(c,, . . . , Cn), . . ., $Jmtq,. . *, CJ E 3-q \cl(c,,. . . , C”) E 7); 
11. for some x1,. , . , xnl&; . . . ;+, . # E Y-0 3cl,. . . , c, E 
c(+,tc,, . . .? 4,. . .? &,(c,, . . ., c,),lcl(c,, . . ., c,) E .q; 
12. for exactly one xj$~; . . . ; I#I~ .\c, E Y= 3c E C(+,(c), . . . , h(c), 
q(c) E ..7~ Vd E C(+,(d), . . . , &(d), #(d) E Y* (d = c) E Y-). 
5.5. LEMMA. Let Y be a consistent heory in ZO(.%?) and let C be a set of 
witnesses for Y in S?,,(g). Then Y has a model .JZ?= (A, E, Ap, St, Fnc, 
( . ), 9) such that every element of A is the interpretation fsome constant in 
c. 
Proof. We may assume that F is maximal consistent in PO(B). Define 
a binary relation - on C as follows: for c, d E C, 
c - d - Fbo(s) c = d. 
Then - is an equivalence relation on C. Let 
A=C/-. 
Define 
Ap( d-, c -) = e”= ~I-sF,(~) d(c) = e, 
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d “EC “w Y I--~~(~) d in c. 
By 4.5(3) and 4.5(4), these relations are well defined. Also Ap is a partial 
function. Define St and Fnc by 
d “E St = FFFgCBJ d is-a-set, 
and 
d”E Fnc = YF90Cag) d is-a-function. 
Again these are trivially well defined. 
Similarly, define the relations 
(c; , . . ., c, ) = d-o .O-~o~~e) (cl;. . . ;c,) = d, 
eh- ,...,q-) = d-&9-t- so(g) &, . . . , cn) = d, 
.q+; 7.. ., c,) -.-.$7&q +I ,... 9 4, 
where w is a function form of SJ and rr is a relation form of .9?. 
One easily shows that ( . ) is one-one and that .F is an interpretation 
function. Thus 
d= (A, E, Ap, St, Fnc, ( . ), 3) 
is an 9’0(9?))-structure. To show that & is an =!Z$(.G?)-model, w  need to 
verify the extensionality conditions. 
Let f -, g-~ Fnc be such that 
&z”,b-(Ap(f”, a-) = b-o Ap(g-, a-) = b-). 
Then from the definitions 
.F t-,0Coj f is-a-function, 
Y kggCaJ g is-a-function, 
and 
Hence, by Lemma 5.4, and keq, 
9- +-gFgw for all x. f(x) := g(x). 
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BY =tl, ---gr,(g) f = g. So f -= g -. Thus d satisfies the extensionahty 
condition for functions. A similar argument verifies the extensionality 
condition for sets. Consequently, d is an ~O(.3?)-model. 
Let t( ui, . . . , v,) be a term of 6pO(S), let +(u, ,..., u,) be a formula of 
90(.%?) and let v be an assignment in JJ. We will write 
t(‘) for t(cl,...,cn) 
and 
##)w for cp(c,, . . . ,cJ, 
where v(ui) = c;, i = 1,. . . , n. 
Claim. For t a term of 2$(9Y), r#~ a formula of 90(33), and v an 
assignment in &, 
.Qfk NV> - --gFg(B) + (v) 
and 
d-= It(v)+ %-SOttpJ d = I(“). 
This is established by a simultaneous induction of the complexity of terms 
and formulas. 
The lemma follows at once from the claim. 0 
5.6. COMPLETENESS THEOREM (First form). Let Y be a theory in ZO( .9#). 
Then .T is consistent if and only if .T is satisjiable. 
5.7. COMPLETENESS THEOREM (Second form). Let 7 be a theory in 
L$( 3’) and let C#B be a sentence of L&(9’). Then 
~b&.a) 9 -y!= +* 
5.8. COMPLETENESS THEOREM (Third form). For + a sentence of 90(.@), 
(p is valid if and only if tFO(Bj 4. 
6. DEFINITION TREES AND DEFINITION DAGS 
In this section we will consider only descriptive forms taken from a fixed 
legitimate language base 33. Moreover, we will consider only terms and 
formulas in YO(.G?). 
6.1. DEFINITION. 1. Let rr be an nary relation form. A definition of CT 
is a formula of the form 
4x,, . . . , X”) iff +(-q,...,xJ, 
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where the variables xi,. . . , x, are distinct and J/ is a formula having at 
most xi,. . . , x, free and not containing IT. We call T the definiendum and 
I/J the dejiniens of this definition. 
2. Let w be an n-ary function form. A dejinition fw is a formula of 
the form 
+1,..., XJ := t(xl,...,xn), 
where the variables xi,. . . , x, are distinct and t is a term having at most 
Xl,. * * 3 x, free and not containing o. We call w the dejniendum and t the 
dejniens of this definition. 
6.2. DEFINITION. Let S be a set of descriptive forms and let C#I and cp 
be definitions. 
1. We say + depends directly on +’ relative toS, denoted by 
if the dejiniendum of +’ appears in the definiens of I# but not in S. 
2. We say $I depends on # relative to S, if there is a sequence of 
definitions Xi, . . . , x, such that 
6.3. DEFINITION. Let S be a set of descriptive forms and let X be a set 
of definitions. 
1. X is consistent relative to S if the following two conditions are 
satisfied. 
(a) If 5 is the deJiniendum of a definition i X, then 4 4 S. 
(b) If I#J and \I/ are distinct elements of X, then the dejniendum of 4 
is distinct from the dejniendum of 4. 
2. X is closed relative to S if for any descriptive form 5 such that 
5 c!C S and E appears in the definiens of some definition i X, there is a 
definition C#I E X such that 5 is the dejiniendum of $B. 
3. A path in X relative toS is a sequence of definitions #I,,, +i, . . . , (p, 
E X such that 
4. A cycle in X relative toS is a path rpoo, +i, . . . , +” in X relative to S 
such that +. = c#+ 
5. (P is a root of X relative toS if C#J E X and for any I/J E X such that 
C#I # #, C#J depends on J, relative to S. 
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6.4. DEFINITION. Let S be a set of descriptive forms. A deJinition 
sequence over S is a sequence of definitions 
satisfying the following conditions. 
1. {+I?...>%} is consistent relative to S. 
2. For each i I n, if 5 is a form not in S which appears in the 
deJiniens of c&, then for some j < i, [ is the definiendum of +j. 
As an example we give a definition sequence over the empty set of the 
concept Dedekind injinite. 
1. A!=BiKnotA=B. 
2. A subset B iff for all xix in A t x in B. 
3. A proper-subset B iff A subset B and A ! = B. 
4. ran/:= {f(x) for xlf(x) exists}. 
5. dom f := {x If(x) exists). 
6. f: A + B iff 1-fnc(f) and dam(f) = A and ran(f) subset B. 
7. f: ~++BilTf: A+Bandforallh~hinB~forsomea~ainA~f(a)=h. 
8. f: A w B iff f: A + B and for all al, a21al; a2 in A (f(a1) =f(n2) implies al = ~2). 
9. f: A = + B iff f: A H E and f: A + B. 
10. A=B iff for s0mef.f: A = + E. 
11. A is-Dedekind-infinite 8 for some BIB proper-subset A A=B. 
6.5. DEFINITION. Let Y’ be a theory in PO(W) and let 7-I’ be a theory 
in 20(.%?“), where .G’ extends both .S?’ and .W. .!T” is a dejnitional 
extension of Y” if there is a definition sequence over .W, 
such that 
9’ = 9’ U {.$,I& is the definiendum of &, i = 1,2,..., n> 
and 
9-’ =9-’ u {&,...,(P”}. 
The criteria of eliminability and non-creativity [9] are easily established 
for this notion of definitional extension. 
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6.6. THEOREM. Let .‘T” be a dejnitional extension of .T’. 
1. For any formula C+ of pO( .W’) there is a formula $- of .ZO( 9’) such 
that 
9-l’ I= ($8 zyf 4-). 
2. For any formula + of 3’O(@), if gl’ I= cp, then .!T’ b +. 
Proof. The procedure for obtaining $- from + is essentially the re- 
peated replacement of a de$niendum by the corresponding dejniens. The 
precise definition is a double recursion on the length of a definitional 
sequence and the complexity of terms and formulas. Details can safely be 
left o the reader. 
To prove (2) one shows by induction on the length of derivations that if 
F” I= C#B, then .7’ I= I#-. 
6.7. DEFINITION. Let 5 be a descriptive form and let S be a set of 
descriptive forms. A definition dag for 5 relative to S is a finite set X of 
definitions satisfying the following conditions: 
1. X is a consistent relative to S. 
2. X is closed relative to S. 
3. X has no cycles relative to S, 
4. X has a root which is a definition f5. 
A definition dag is a directed acyclic graph under the relation js . The 
set of definitions appearing in the definition sequence given above for the 
concept Dedekind infinitie sa definition dag. This dag is represented 
below. 
(9) 
/\ 
(7) (8) \/ 
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6.8. THEOREM. Let S be a set of descriptive forms. 
1. If +I, *- * 7 4% is a definition sequence relative toS, then the set 
X = { & 1 $I” depends on Gi relative toS } U { +,, } 
is a dejnition dug relative toS for the dejniendum of c#J”. 
2. If X is a definition dug for 5 relative to S, then for some definition 
sequence C#Q, .. . , $I, relative toS 
6.9. DEFINITION. Let < be a descriptive form, S a set of descriptive 
forms, and X a definition dag for 5 relative to S. Then T(X; S) is the 
labelled tree constructed as follows: 
1. A node of T(X, S) is any path in X relative to S that begins with 
the root of X. 
2. For n,, n2 nodes of T( X, S), n2 is a descendant of n, if n, is an 
initial segment of n2. 
3. For n = (c#+,,...,c&) a node of T( X, S), the label of n is +n. 
For the definition dag given above for the concept Dedekind in$nite, the 
associated tree is given below. 
(3) 
/(ll)\(lo) 
/\ 
I 
(2) (1) 
(8)A(9)\(7) 
I I 
(6) (6) 
(5)‘2(2) (5l’d,\(2, 
6.10. DEFINITION. Let .$ be a descriptive form and let S be a set of 
descriptive forms. A dejinition tree for 5 relative toS is a finite labelled tree 
T satisfying the following conditions: 
1. The label set of T is a consistent set of definitions relative to S. 
2. 5 is the dejiniendum of the label of the root of T. 
3. For each node n of T, if [r, .. . , & are the forms appearing in the 
dejiniens of the label of n but not appearing in S, then n has exactly k 
children n,, . . . , nk and the label of n, is a definition f&, i = 1, . . . , k. 
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6.11. THEOREM. Let 5 be a descriptive form and let S be a set of 
descriptive forms. 
1. If X is a definition dag for 5 relative to S, then T( X, S) is a definition 
tree for < relative to S with set of labels X. 
2. If T is a definition tree for [ relative to S, then the label set X of T is a 
dejinition dag for 4 relative to S and T is isomorphic as a labelled tree to 
T( X,S). 
From Theorem 6.11 we see that trees and dags offer essentially equivalent 
representations ofthe conceptual dependencies determined by the develop- 
ment of a given concept from primitive notions. The two forms suggest 
different measures for the complexity of the concept involved. 
From Theorem 6.8 it follows that any definition dag (or tree) can be 
obtained from a definition sequence. The associated efinition sequence 
provides all the data needed for complexity computations. Hence it will not 
be necessary to construct the combinatorial structures themselves. 
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